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NEW QUESTION: 1
You have arequirement to create a derived factor based on the
Legal employer seniority date. The accrual will be given based
on the Legal employer seniority date and will be different for
varied length of service.
Which date will you choose?
A. "Adjusted Service Date" under Determination Rule

B. "Original Hire Date" under Period start date Rule
C. "Date of Hire"under Period start date Rule
D. "Adjusted Service Date" under Period start date Rule
Answer: C
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A. YES
B. NO
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Rules issued by administrative agencies are published in the:
A. None of the above
B. Federal Register
C. Statutes at large
D. Congressional Record
E. U.S. Code
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
DRAG DROP
Drag and drop the SMTP components on the left onto their
corresponding roles on the right.

Answer:
Explanation:
MTA - Is the component responsible to move email from sending
mail server to the recipient mail server.
MUA - Is the component that interacts with the end user
POP/IMAP - Is the component responsible to fetch email from the
recipient mail server mailbox to recipient MUA
MDA - Is the component responsible to move the email from MTA
to the user mailbox in the recipient mail server
Explanation:
The following terminology is important in understanding the
operation of a mail server.
Mail User Agent (MUA): The MUA is a component which interacts
with end users directly. Examples of MUA are
Thunderbird, MS Outlook, Zimbra Desktop. Web mail interfaces
like Gmail and Yahoo! are also MUA.
Mail Transfer Agent (MTA): The MTA is responsible for
transferring an email from a sending mail server all the way to
a
recipient mail server. Examples of MTA are sendmail and
postfix.
Mail Delivery Agent (MDA): Within a destination mail server,
local MTA accepts an incoming email from remote MT
A. The email is then delivered to user's mailbox by MDA.
POP/IMAP: POP and IMAP protocols are used to fetch emails from
a recipient server's mailbox to recipient MUA.
Reference: http://xmodulo.com/how-mail-server-works.html
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